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Who are you?



Todays Agenda

⊡ Cyber, Cyber, Cyber...

⊡ Why the current security model is failing?

⊡ Bug bounty programs, the what and why? 



All The Cyber Statistics...



Compromises By Environment

Source: Trustwave Global Security Report



Data Targeted

Source: Trustwave Global Security Report



How Companies Are 
Compromised

Source: Trustwave Global Security Report



No credit card data 
or passwords 

stolen… But still 
made the ABC news



No credit card data 
or passwords 

stolen… But still 
made the ABC news



Hackers stole data 
not to sell but to 

extort!



Again, not going 
after data but after 
the money directly!





Is Awareness To Blame?



Is Awareness To Blame?



“
Or is it that our approach to security is 

outdated? 



The Problem?
Or should i say problems...



The Current Security Model

The current application security model was designed when:

⊡ There were 3-6 month deploy to prod cycles (think waterfall).

⊡ One software stack per company (for example, only allowed to use C#, .NET, 
SQL Server and IIS).

⊡ Ratio of security people to devs… Well that's always been skewed :)   

So how was app sec approached?



The Current Security Model

Insert pen test 
here...Woot 

security is done!



The Culture Problem

No. of UNREASONABLE 
security controls enforced.

No. of attacks
Why would this be 

the case?



Skills Shortage

“88 per cent of Aussie IT decision 
makers believe there is a shortage of 

cyber security skills”

“Scarcest technical skills being 
intrusion detection, software 

development and attack mitigation”



Skills Shortage



The way we build software is 
changing...  

⊡ Small teams (Max 5-10)

⊡ Agile development methodologies (move faster)

⊡ Teams can choose what stack to use...

⊡ CD / CI , deploy to prod daily (move even faster) 



Security Vs Tech

~140 Tech Team 1-2 App Sec Team



Deploys To Prod Per Month

~30 times a day and 
growing!





It’s getting more complex!

~150 different tools, 
languages, platforms, 

frameworks and 
techniques  



Languages



Don’t even...



The Solution?
Can we make Web Apps 100% secure?



Yes there is a way!



Defence In Depth



Secure Development Lifecycle.
How can we add security into an SDLC?



Secure Development Lifecycle

It all starts with….



Training Inception Development Deployment Monitoring

Web security 
training for tech 

teams (e.g. devs and 
tester).

Security awareness 
for online delivery 
(e.g. Brown bags).

Review system 
design for security 

weaknesses. 

Develop attack 
scenarios for high 

risk projects. 

Add security tests 
for controls in ASVS 

standard.

Adopt security 
standards and 

security release 
plans.

Automated security 
tools into the build 
pipeline (e.g. ZAP).

Deploy source code 
analysis tools into 
build pipeline (e.g. 

Checkmarx).

Manual security 
testing for high 

value components. 

Implement a 
continuous testing 

program (e.g. A bug 
bounty program).

SEEK’s Application Security 
Vision



Bug Bounty Programs
Evening up the playing field...



Even Up the Playing Field

50-200 Bounty Hunters ~140 Tech Team



Bug Bounty Programs



Managed Bug Bounty Programs 



Bug Bounty Programs

~500 Public Bug Bounty Programs Globally



“
Since 2011 Facebook have paid out 4.5m to 

~800 researchers.



Even the Pentagon Have a Bug 
Bounty Program!!





286
Programs Run (Since 2013)

26,782
Researchers

2m
Paid To Researchers 

Bugcrowd



Location of Researchers



Part-time Vs Full-time



Time Spent Per Week



Quality - Low Submission 
Volume



Quality - High Submission 
Volume



Companies Using Bounty 
Programs



⊡ Two week, private, managed program through Bugcrowd. 

⊡ 50 researchers were invited and they were paid for the 
issues found.

⊡ Testing occurred on production systems.

⊡ Scope was www.seek.com.au, talent.seek.com.au and 
talentsearch.seek.com.au.

⊡ Effort from SEEK’s side was ~5 days FTE (not including 
remediation of issues).

Private Flex Program?

http://www.seek.com.au


Bugcrowd Overview

104 issues were reported in total, with 40 being verified issues:



Timeline of Issues Submitted



Issue Ratings

3 High, 7 Medium and 31 Low issues were reported:





Issues by Category

97.5% of all issues are categorised in the OWASP Top 10:



About the Researchers

50 researchers were invited, 15 submitted and 12 were valid:



About the Researchers

12 researchers who submitted valid issues came from:



Reward Pool 

Distribution of $15K USD reward pool:



Distribution of $15K USD reward pool:

Reward Pool 
 



Only Slight Increase in Overall 
Traffic



Increase in WAF Rules 
Triggered



Lessons Learnt

Lesson Reason

Double and triple check the program 
start dates!

UTC was confused with AEST

Some of the bug bounty researchers 
don't follow ALL the rules in the 
bounty brief.

- English is not their first language.
- They assume it’s similar to other briefs. 
- They are hackers and don’t follow the rules :P

Some parts of the websites in scope 
are hosted by a third party.

We did not let the third party hosting provider for the 
Advice and Tips pages know that we were running a 
bounty program. 



The Risks

A tester could perform testing that brings down or disrupts 
production.

A tester could interact with real customers. I.e Post a job or send 
message on talent search.

A tester could exploit an issue and exfil SEEK customer PII data.

A tester could publicly disclose an issue without our permission. 
During or after the program.



Consultant Vs Bounty Program

Pro

⊡ Different skill sets
⊡ More eyes
⊡ Good ROI
⊡ Continuous

Cons

⊡ More risks involved
⊡ Extra resources needed
⊡ Can’t verify what has been 

tested.

vs

Managed Bug Bounty  Security Consultant

Pro

⊡ More control (scope, test 
restrictions)

⊡ Detailed advice on remediation
⊡ Wider range of services/tests

Cons

⊡ Expensive
⊡ Skills shortage
⊡ Doesn't fit with new dev 

practices.



XML External Entity 
Attack



XXE



XXE

xxe_test_external_dtd.docx



XXE



XXE

http://52.64.105.114/payload.dtd



XXE



XXE

 for 16-bit app support
[fonts]
[extensions]
[mci extensions]
[files]
[Mail]
MAPI=1

c:/windows/win.ini



Insecure Direct Object 
Reference



Insecure Direct Object 
Reference

1. Application provides direct access to objects based on user-supplied input. E.g.

/GetAttachment?UserID=89783488&attachmentID=53412090 

2. Server does not check that the authenticated user is allowed to get the attachment of UserID 
(authorization bypass).

3. With any authenticated account an attacker can enumerate through ALL the ID’s and 
download ALL the attachments!!

/GetAttachment?UserID=1111111&attachmentID=11111111 



Insecure Direct Object 
Reference

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2013-A4-Insecure_Direct_Object_References

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2013-A4-Insecure_Direct_Object_References
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2013-A4-Insecure_Direct_Object_References


Whats Next For SEEK?

Private Flex 
Program 

Done Next Maybe

Private Ongoing
Program 

Unmanaged 
Public 

Program
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The End


